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INVALIDATING THE CROSS
The Chronicles of Narnia are the most powerful soul scalping tools of Satan using C.
S. Lewis’ fantasy books ever produced; most horrible, these books are geared toward
young Christian children. It is a serious offence to demote Christ, to reject His true nature as
He has revealed Himself in scripture. Let’s begin by looking at (Ps. 2:11, 12), “Serve the LORD
with fear, and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest He be angry, and you perish in the
way, when His wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all those who put their trust in
Him.”
Despite this warning, many false teachers such as C. S. Lewis who portray themselves as
Christians proudly demote Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. This in itself is bad enough, but as
we will see in Lewis’ demonic, fantasy books, he goes deeper into the wormhole of darkness
than most people fear to tread. He belittles and invalidates the cross that it is people one way of
redemption. John 3:36
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“He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life: and he that believeth not the Son shall not see
life; but the wrath of God abideth on him.”

The Bible has this to say about the cross in (1 Cor. 1: 18), “For the message of the cross
is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the power of
God,” the Bible also says that the cross reveals the power of God.
CHRISTIAN LEADERS HELP DISNEY MAKE A LOT OF MONEY!
With today's DVD release of the blockbuster film The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe, which grossed over $600 million at the box
office, writer C. S. Lewis is thrust back into the limelight
piquing an interest among audiences worldwide.
Christian ministries are offering this demonic DVD as a
gift for donations for their ministries which is a blending
of good and evil are turning Christians into to absolute
darkness.
WHO IS THIS MAN THAT POWERFUL
CHRISTIAN LEADERS CHOOSE TO FOLLOW?
The fear of man bringeth a snare: but whoso putteth
his trust in the LORD shall be safe. “To profess
salvation in order to improve relations with one's
friends smacks more of the fear of man than the fear
of God,” (Prov. 29:25).
1.
He was considered a medieval literature scholar and was fascinated with
mythology and fantasy from an early age, which perhaps explains his
tendency toward the occult in his fantasy writings. He was a Fellow of
English Language and Literature at Magdalen College, Oxford, until 1954.
In 1955 he was elected Professor of Medieval and Renaissance Literature at
Magdalen College, Cambridge.
While many of us have been deceived by this man's apparent spiritual insight, he actually
believed many doctrines of devils and by the end of his life was rapidly embracing Roman
Catholicism and Taoism, (Buddhism and Confucianism). Indeed, he may have been a Catholic
for some time before his death. He believed in purgatory and prayed for the dead. He went to
a priest regularly for confession (C.S. Lewis: A Biography, p. 198). He received the
sacrament of extreme unction on July, 16th, 1963 (p. 301), a sacrament that was officially
ministered only to Roman Catholics at that time. It is enough to cause one to wonder if
whether he was a "plant" for the Catholic Church all along, or merely a mixed up man groping
for some hope of salvation at the end of his life.

JESUS IS
THE
DELIVERER
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He was allegedly a bachelor for most of his life, though
there are more or less substantiated stories of a sexual
relationship with Janie Moore who lived with him for
years. However, he married Joy Davidman Gresham at
age 58. She was supposedly converted partly due to Lewis'
books. After meeting him in England, she returned to the
U.S. where she was divorced from her husband.
According to two of his friends, Gresham's husband
divorced her on the grounds of desertion. (1) She returned
to England and made herself available to Lewis, who
married her shortly thereafter. [Ask any soap opera junky
what the previous scenario means. They will tell you.] So,
even in his marriage he was in disobedience to the word
of God. (Matt. 5:32) “...and whosoever shall marry her
that is divorced committeth adultery.”
"Lewis was anything but a classic evangelical, socially or theologically," wrote Bob
Smietana in a Christianity Today article titled”
1. C. S. Lewis Superstar." He continued with these thought-provoking statements:
"Though he shared basic Christian beliefs with evangelicals, he didn't subscribe
to biblical inerrancy or penal substitution. He believed in purgatory and baptismal
regeneration. How did someone with such a checkered pedigree come to be a
theological Elvis Presley, adored by evangelicals? ... Part of Lewis's current appeal . . . is
a postmodern interest in 'thin places'—places where the physical world and the spiritual
world meet—and for myth that makes sense of life in a way that rational thinking can't.
For their dose of myth, postmodernist turn to The Matrix, The Lord of the Rings, Star
Wars, Harry Potter, and, of course, Narnia.
"Fantasy allows you to explain and grasp and integrate into your life things that
are not logical or as a product of dreams or the imagination to say that we can tell each
other truth in story."
Of course, the targeted people being young children can no
longer discern the truth of their foundational faith based on the Bible and the real Jesus;
fantasy becomes their god and sinks deep into their subconscious minds and blinds their
minds from truth.
THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA — BLATANTLY EVIL WITCHCRAFT
2 Chronicles 33:6 “And he caused his children to pass through the fire in the valley of the
son of Hinnom: also he observed times, and used enchantments, and used witchcraft, and dealt
with a familiar spirit, and with wizards: he wrought much evil in the sight of the LORD, to
provoke him to anger.”
Galatians 5:20
heresies,…”

“Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions,
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Born Again, former Wizard, David Meyers asks the urgent question, how can Christians
embrace something that is as blatantly evil as The Chronicles of Narnia? The story clearly and
descriptively involves creatures that are half human and half animal. The Bible forbids the
mixing of humans and animals as bestiality!
The Bible says, “And they said, There is no hope: but we will walk after our own
devices, and we will every one do the imagination of his evil heart,” (Jer. 18:12).
Pastor Meyers goes to question, “Why did the December 18th, 2005, issue of the
Pentecostal Evangel, the official organ of the Assemblies of God Church, dedicate their entire
front cover to Aslan, the Narnia lion, and feature the “Christian Guide to C. S. Lewis’ Narnia?”
Here let it be noted that Lewis himself said that before writing The Chronicles of Narnia, he
was “haunted with images” of mythological creatures.”
"The Voyage of the Dawn Treader" is the third book in the Narnia series. It directly promotes
spells and magic. 1
TEACHING CHILDREN TO
Narnia books presented as an allegory, with Aslan
representing Jesus and the children in place of Christians. If
SPELL-CASTING
you do this with “The Voyage of the Dawn Treader,” then
you portray Jesus as being pleased when Christians do
magic and work spells. And you support the idea that that
there are “good” spells and “good” magic. That belief is the
basis for modern “white” witchcraft. However, the Bible
clearly forbids any form of witchcraft:
"There shall not be found among you anyone who...
practices witchcraft, or a soothsayer, or one who interprets
omens, or a sorcerer, or one who conjures spells, or a
medium, or a spiritist, or one who calls up the dead. For all
who do these things are an abomination to the LORD."
(Deuteronomy 18:10-12)
In the book, the Dufflepuds are ruled by a wizard. He uses
magic to rule the Dufflepuds because they aren’t yet mature
enough to be ruled directly by Aslan. So there is good magic
and a good wizard. This magic prepares people for relationship with Aslan. Again, if Aslan is
taken as a symbol for Jesus, then magic prepares people to become Christians. In our modern
culture, that would mean that Wicca is a way to get to know Jesus and become His follower.
.Chapter 10 ("The Magician's Book") features a book of spells that is on an island
inhabited by invisible creatures called Dufflepuds. (Dufflepud (also known as Duffer or
Monopod) is the general name used to refer to the servants of the magician Coriakin. The duffers
live together in a community on an island, serving Coriakin and working under command of the
Chief Duffer. They believed Coriakin to be a tyrant, when in fact he tried to educate the
Dufflepuds, and helped them survive. 2

History
The duffers worked for Coriakin for many generations; how many is not known. Their
constant foolishness led them to rebel against him for trying to help them. As punishment, they
were made into monopods. Later, however, they grew to hate their new appearance so deeply
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that they used Coriakin's
magic to make themselves
invisible. In 2303 NY, they
kidnapped a party of Narnian
visitors, and forced Queen
Lucy of Narnia to undo the
invisibility spell, which they
had come to dislike. At that
time it was declared by Aslan
that they were not yet ready to
see him. It is possible that
they eventually were ready
and were able to meet with
him.
Lucy works a spell to make
the Dufflepuds visible. She
goes through a spell book, and
it is beautiful and fascinating. Then she finds the right spell and says the words and follows the
instructions. And then the Dufflepuds (and Aslan) become visible. Her spell made Aslan visible,
and he is pleased with what she did.
The book of spells is luring and fascinating. One spell is illustrated with pictures of bees that
look as if they are really flying. In the world of C.S. Lewis’ day, this would not have caused
practical problems. However, these days, kids can go to regular bookstores and buy spell books
written by modern witches.3
TEACHING CHILDREN A NEW AGE RELIGION
C. S. Lewis’s love affair with Greek paganism is clearly seen in the selection of characters for
his masterfully written and much-beloved series, The Chronicles of Narnia. The mysterious and
wonderful world of Narnia is home not only to the imitating lion figure of the (so-called) Christlike Aslan, but is teeming with the icons of ancient pantheistic and idolatrous religions. Pagan
gods, demigods, and Aslan all dwell together in harmony. Jesus said, “A good man out of the
good treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is good; and an evil man out of the evil
treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is evil : for of the abundance of the heart his
mouth speaketh,” (Lk. 6:45).
Humanoids were beings that were human-shaped in the world of Narnia. List of humanoid
creatures: Giants, Dwarves, Dryads, Naiads, Gnomes, Star People, Maenads, Hags, Jinns,
Ogres, Cyclopes, Marsh-wiggles, Ettins, Centaurs , Fauns, Minotaurs, Satyrs, Minoboars,
Monopods, Duffers
Nahum 3:4 “Because of the multitude of the whoredoms of the well favoured harlot, the mistress of
witchcrafts, that selleth nations through her whoredoms, and families through her witchcrafts.”
1 Samuel 15:23 “For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry.
Because thou hast rejected the word of the LORD, he hath also rejected thee from being king.”
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PAGAN GODS AND GODDESSES
These characters include The Roman
God Bacchus: Worshiped by millions of
pagans from the ancient world as the god
The name 'Pan' means 'ALL'. He is the
ruling demon over all pagan gods. In
of wine, Bacchus is associated with
biblical terms he would be
drunkenness, revelry, and immorality.
described as a 'principality'Pan and
In The Chronicles of Narnia, Bacchus
Bacchus: lust, fear and intoxication
Tumnus is a weird creature who is half goat, half human.
makes occasional visits to Narnia. He is
He is portrayed as a friend of the children, who welcomes
mentioned in The Lion, the Witch, and
them in Narnia. What most people don't know is that Tumnus
the Wardrobe and makes an appearance
represents the Greek idol 'PAN' (the Romans called him 'Faunus').
in Prince Caspian, as does Silenus, a
figure from Greek mythology who was
the teacher of Bacchus. In Greek
mythology, Bacchus goes by the name
Dionysus.
Maenads: The ancient Greeks and
Romans knew the maenads as the
special attendants to Bacchus (which is
why they also went by the names
Bacchae and Bacchantes). The word
maenad literally means “raving ones.”
They were believed to have occult
powers. In Narnia, they are “madcap”
(daredevil) girls that still attend to
Bacchus. Of Maenads, Wikipedia has
this interesting explanation: “They were
known as wild, insane women who could
not be reasoned with. The mysteries of
Dionysus inspired the women to ecstatic
You clearly see
frenzy; they indulged in copious amounts
it is the same
of violence, bloodletting, sex, and selfcreature:
- goat paws
intoxication and mutilation. They were
- stripped to the waist
usually pictured as crowned with leaves,
- pointed beard
clothed in fawn skins and carrying the
- curly goat hair
- pointed ears
Thyrsus and dancing with the wild
- horns
abandonment of complete union with
primeval nature.”
Fauns: Half humans and half goats,
fauns find their origin in Roman mythology as followers of the gods Pan (god of the field) and
Bacchus (god of wine). They are generally portrayed in myth as troublemakers. Fauns play a
central role in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe and can be found throughout The
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Chronicles of Narnia, but unlike their Roman counterparts, Lewis’s fauns are kind, beloved
creatures.
Centaurs: In religious worship and mythology, centaurs are half human, half horse —
wicked demi-gods given to violence and sexual excess. (Exception: The centaur Chiron
(trainer of Achilles) was depicted as just.) Centaurs are important figures in the Narnian
landscape. Lewis portrays them as generally loyal to Aslan, and as star-gazers that tell the
future by the stars (astrologers).
Dryad and Naiads: Pantheism (the worship of God in nature) is a critical element of ancient
paganism. Dryads are yet another mythological manifestation of this anti-Christian idolatry. A
dryad is a tree spirit linked to an individual tree. In Lewis’s Narnia, Dryads are mysterious,
tree/spirit beings who are faithful to Aslan and Narnia itself. In ancient mythology, naiads were
water nymphs. (They appear less frequently than Dryads in the Chronicles).
"But even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing, whose minds
the god of this age has blinded, who do not believe, lest the light of the gospel of the glory of
Christ, who is the image of God, should shine on them" (2 Cor. 4:3-4).
CHRISTIANS BELIEVE A LIE
Christians have been sold a lie and the pastors are
going to get the worst of it on Judgment Day! The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe' is a lie! Signs of apostasy
are everywhere and people are not seeing them. May
God help all who name the name of Christ to come fully
awake quickly!
'The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe' . . . is worthy
of support from anyone, whether conservative or liberal,
who believes in classic, humanistic storytelling . . .
Aslan, it has been debated, is intended by . . . C. S.
Lewis to be a symbol for Christ . . . but of course the
lion is also a royal and divine symbol throughout
world religion there are numerous lion-like divine
figures in ancient Egyptian, Babylonian, Greek,
Hindu and Buddhist religious symbolism .
Lewis did not like denominational boundaries, and so
he made great strides in describing Christianity
outside of them, calling it "mere Christianity," which
became the title of one of his most famous and
destructive books.
“For there must be also heresies among you, that they which are approved may be made
manifest among you,” (1 Cor. 11:19).
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MAGICAL PORTALS

"The White Witch herself seems to be a
throwback to various witches and goddesses of Celtic
and Greek mythology. Her hair is dressed in the snakelike coils of a Medusa.... Is it perhaps that like a
shamanism, the White Witch dons the lion's garb in
order to assume his magical powers, or to signify some
deeper connection with the figure of Aslan - a
connection that surmounts the duality of good and
evil? Why would the White Witch be garbed in leonine
costume at the end, except perhaps as a sign that she
and Aslan are two halves of one whole, and that they
are playing out in ritual fashion an eternal cosmic
struggle, where good and evil, light and dark, summer
and winter alternate in ascendancy throughout the round

of time?"
The children step through a demonic portal into an illusionary land full of deceptions.
The Lion Aslan is actually a symbol of a solar deity Apollo the sun god, and certainly does
not represent the Jesus Christ of the Bible. "...the children discover a charming, peaceful land
inhabited by talking beasts, dwarfs, fauns, centaurs and giants that has become a world cursed
to eternal winter by the evil White Witch, Jadis. Under the guidance of a noble and mystical
ruler, the lion Aslan, the children fight to overcome the White Witch's powerful hold over
Narnia in a spectacular, climactic battle that will free Narnia from Jadis' icy spell forever."
"There is a prophecy that two sons of Adam and daughters of Eve will appear and defeat
the white witch and put an end to this 100 year winter." This thing is so religious that by simply
throwing in some vague biblical terminology such as Adam and Eve and the word prophecy,
Christians are so blinded that they buy it as being “Christian.”
Douglas Gresham, Lewis' stepson, said recently: “Churches in Britain and America are
promoting the film as a Christian film, but it’s not... and the Narnia books aren’t Christian
novels.”
Evangelicals disagree. "We believe that God will speak the gospel of Jesus Christ through
this film," said Lon Allison, director of Illinois' Billy Graham Center.
TEACHING A PHONEY SALVATION & RESURRECTION
What are these blinded Christians supporting?
1. Selective substitutionary sacrifice on the "one for one" basis - Aslan for Edmund
[TLTWTW]. It's applied through a ritual slaying performed much like a witchcraft
sacrifice where a more powerful magic outwits the lesser one, as opposed to the Biblical
sacrifice of Christ for the sins of the world made through capital punishment. (1Jn. 2:2),
“And he is the propitiation for our sins: and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the
whole world.”
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GREEN GODDESS
QUEEN UNDER
WORLD

2. Personal realization through calamity and "freeing"
from outer layers by an external source - Eustace with
the bracelet that turns him into a dragon, which he can
only be freed from by Aslan "peeling away the layers"
[TVTD].
This
is
one
of
those
"life
changing/transforming" experiences which have no
relationship to Biblical salvation.
(Acts 16:31), “And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house.” When
you start "pealing layers" to get "saved" you usually
find out you're an onion anyway. (2Cor. 5:17),
“Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature:
old things are passed away; [Not pealed away] behold,
all things are become new. 18 And all things are of God,
who hath reconciled us to himself by Jesus Christ, and
hath given to us the ministry of reconciliation.”

3. Rescue by other (more or less human) sources. This is probably portrayed several
different ways in the Chronicles. Prince Rilian is delivered from the Lady of the Green
Kirtle, the queen of the under world, through the efforts of others [TSC]. As mentioned
before, this harks back to the religious legends of the sun being held prisoner in the
underworld by the evil "goddess" through the winter months. He is released at the winter
equinox when the days start to lengthen. (Remember in TSC they arrive back at the
surface during the "the Great Snow Dance", which is remarkably pagan and witchy in it’s'
description.) Anyway, this also would bear some resemblance to Rome's purgatory from
which people are said to be delivered by the efforts of others, and also the baptism for the
dead as practiced by the Mormon Church (Latter Day Saints, or Church of Jesus Christ as
they call themselves in some countries). This is also contrary to Biblical salvation. (Rom.
10:9), “That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine
heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.” ("Thou” is
representing the singular "you" in the KJV.)
4. Sincere belief in something, even if it's the wrong thing - the Calormene who
sincerely worshiped Tash (Satan) ended up in the "heaven", or nirvana, of Narnia at the
end because he was sincere and all sincere worship was ultimately to Aslan. This, of course,
is gross and blatant blasphemy. (1Cor. 10:20), “But I say, that the things which the Gentiles
sacrifice, they sacrifice to devils, and not to God: and I would not that ye should have
fellowship with devils.” (Based on this verse, I could be so bold as to suggest that Lewis is
identifying Aslan as the devil he really is through this little incident, whether he intended it
that way or not.)
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5. Esoteric resurrection? This one I find hard to define - In "Aslan's land" Eustace is
commanded to drive a long thorn into Aslan's paw thus producing a drop of blood which
raises King Caspian from the dead out of a flowing stream [TSC]. The exact significance of
this in mythological or Luciferian lore has eluded me, but the fact that Aslan is portrayed
as making a second sacrifice to save Caspian is curious. There is some reminder of the
Catholic Mass which offers "Christ" continually. As before - the sacrifice at the stone table
was not sufficient for all. This is again unbiblical. (Hebr. 10:10), “By which will we are
sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all.”
6. Conversion through physical suffering and a change of mind. In THAHB Aravis
atones for her sin through physical suffering. She is wounded by Aslan "tear for tear, throb
for throb, blood for blood" (p. 194) according as her maid was beaten after Aravis ran
away. She also changed her mind. It is Jesus that bore the chastisement for us. (Jn. 1:29),
“The next day John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith, Behold the Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sin of the world.” (Isa. 53:5), “But he was wounded for our
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon
him; and with his stripes we are healed.”
This is what some of the most famous Christian ministries living today are supporting!
Your children will be carried away by the spiritual stupidity of these modern leaders. Christ will
hold them accountable but He will hold you accountable too. They are your children and you are
responsible for them. Run, and turn from this evil indoctrinating tool of witchcraft for
children!
WHITE WITCH
The White Witch, Jadis -- the self-professed Queen of
Narnia -- emerged from that pagan world view, not from a
Biblical frame of reference. Her ritual sacrifice of Aslan
has more in common with the ancient Winter Solstice
rituals and blood sacrifices to cultural gods (whether
Hindu, Mayan, Inca or Babylonian) than with the
crucifixion of our Lord. Small wonder the movie director
chose a sacrificial setting for Aslan that looks strangely like
the ancient ritual stones and pillars at Stonehenge, now a
gathering place for the world's fast-growing networks of
neo pagans.
"Earlier in his life, Lewis visited the ruins at Stonehenge, a mysterious circle of giant
prehistoric stones in Southern England. In her book, Journey into Narnia, Kathryn
Lindskoog notes, 'The stone that is lowest at Stonehenge is called the stone of sacrifice
because people suspect that humans were bound and stabbed there in evil ceremonies
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thousands of years ago.... It's almost certain that Stonehenge gave Lewis the idea of the
Stone Table."

LILITH JEWISH MAGIC

Unlike Jesus, our Lord, Aslan negotiates the
terms of the "ancient magic" with the white
witch. And unlike God, Aslan attributes the
ultimate victory to the humans, not to his own
plan and power.
Christians, it is absolutely blasphemy to
compare our Holy Jesus to this pagan figure, the
solar god-like lion, Aslan. The Church of Jesus
Christ as certainly has been dumb-down
religious state to run after such nonsense … may
God have mercy?
2 Corinthians 11:4
“For if he that cometh
preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not
preached, or if ye receive another spirit, which ye
have not received, or another gospel, which ye have
not accepted, ye might well bear with him.”

WHO IS LILITH?
Let us take a look at what this “great spiritual
Icon brilliant so-called Christian writer”
disseminated among innocent children. He is the
great Philosopher of Religious Mixture.
First we noted his pagan gods and goddesses. Second, we showed you his mythological
half beast and half animals. Third, his alcoholic demons that celebrates the summer solstice.
Now look at his "Jewish Magic" demonology of Lilith. He is feeding this harmful demonology
from the pit of hell to Christian children. It is inspired by Satan, himself! Lewis must have bellylaughed at the aphasic Christian church all the way to hell.
It shocking and horrifying that these bacchanalian so-called Christian ministers that are
filling buses and theaters to take your children to sit under this absolute barrage of demonology.
It is appalling to see greedy Christian ministries promoting these heathenish idols for Disney that
Christian children will take these demonic images into their homes. Now, let us look at Lewis’
twisted, demented mind by his releasing the horrendous female demon Lilith into his “fantasy
books’ Narnia.” for the ingestion of your Christian Children. For example, what truth or
deception does the following conversation from the book transmit to a child?
Peter asks, [Peter] "Isn't the witch herself human?"
[Mr. Beaver] "She'd like just to believe it, and it's on that she bases her claim to be Queen.
But she's no Daughter of Eve. She comes of your father Adam's . . . first wife, her they called
Lilith. And she was one of the Jinn “(demons).
http://www.pattholliday.com
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So here we have another Lewis absolute attack on the
Scriptures. Here, Lewis takes you into "Jewish
Lilith, Queen of the demons
Magic." Lilith is associated with SUCCBUS
DEMONS. These are demons that visit at night time
and they have sex with their victims. The respected
Jewish scholar, Gershom Scholem, provides this
education on demons according to the Talmud and
the transition of Talmudic demonology to the Zohar:
"According to Talmudic tradition, demons are
spirits made in the Friday evening twilight, who,
because the Sabbath has intervened, have received no
bodies. From this later authorities drew the inference
(which is perhaps implicit in the Talmudic sources)
that the demons have been looking for bodies ever
since, and that this is why they attach themselves to
men. This entered into a combination with another
idea. After the murder of Abel by his brother, Adam
decided to have no further dealings with his wife.
Thereupon female demons, succubi, came to him
and conceived by him; from this union, in which Adam's generative power was misused and
misdirected, stem a variety of demons, who are called nig'e bn Adam, 'Spirits of harm that come
from man.' . …practices are systematized in the Zohar, which develops the myth that Lilith,
Queen of the demons, or the demons of her retinue, (entourage) do their best to provoke men
to sexual acts without benefit of woman, their aim being to make themselves bodies from the lost
seed."
In his article on M. Gaster states:
"…These ideas [Talmud demonology] received a fresh impetus from the publication of the
Zohar, which, a Jewish writer tells us, " from the 14th century held almost unbroken sway over
the minds of the majority of the Jews. In it the Talmudic legends concerning the existence and
activity of the shedhim (demons) are repeated and amplified, and a hierarchy of demons was
established corresponding to the heavenly hierarchy… Manasseh [ben Israel]'s Nishmat Hayim is
full of information concerning belief in demons ..."
Further reference to the Zohar teachings reveals that men and women have sex with
demons during their sleep.
"See the Zohar, treatise Bereschith, folio.54b, where it is said that all men are visited in
their sleep "by female devils." These demons never appear under any other form but that of
human beings, but they have no hair on their heads…In the same way as to men, male devils
appear in dreams to women, with whom they have intercourse."
We find further correspondences between Talmudic and Kabbalistic sources concerning
demons and the succubi mentioned above. These unholy unions are found in historical accounts
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of witches' confessions, i.e., The Witch Cult in Western Europe, Historie de la Magie en France
and in, Hastings' Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, article on Jewish Magic by M. Gaster.
"…the vile confessions made nocturnal visits paid them by male devils by both
Scottish and French peasant women accused of witchcraft concerning the 2. find an exact
counterpart in passages of the Cabala, where it is said that, "the demons are both male
and female, and they both endeavor to consort with human beings- a conception from
which arises the belief in incubi and succube."
Biblically, we know that to embrace sorcery or witchcraft
and such, is an abomination before God. Despite Old
Testaments warnings, the Talmud provides 'solutions' for
protecting oneself from the onslaught of demonic attack and
disease, as seen for example, in treatise Berakhoth, folio 6:
" … The Talmud also gives directions on the manner of
guarding against occult powers and the onslaught of disease.
The tract Pesachim declares that he who stands naked before
a candle is liable to be seized with epilepsy. The same tract
also states that "a man should not go out alone on the night
following the fourth day or on the night following the
Sabbath, because an evil spirit, called Agrath, the daughter
of Ma'hlath, together with one hundred and eighty
thousand other evil spirits, go forth into the world and
have the right to injure anyone they would chance to meet."
My Lord, our Christian brethren western churches are supporting the deep things of Satan
when they endorse C. S. Lewis’ and Disney’s The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch,
and the Wardrobe.” We are calling every intercessor to pray for the Church of Jesus Christ, the
leaders and children. Think about it. The ministers’ are blinded but they are busily ensnaring the
children for the powers of darkness. Jesus said, “Let them alone: they be blind leaders of the
blind. And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch,” (Matt 15:14).
DENIAL OF GOD
How has it happened that the greatest country in the history of the world is teetering on the
brink of total collapse and spiritual destruction? How is it that the Greatest Christian Movement
that the world has ever seen, appears to dying before our eyes? "Therefore my people have
gone into captivity, because they have no knowledge; their honorable men are famished,
and their multitude dried up with thirst,” (Isa. 5:13).
No nation which denies God or departs from the Lord God has, or ever will, endure. So as
America changes her God, we can anticipate far reaching global repercussions, not only
economically and politically, but more so spiritually. In a world of spiritual darkness, man will
attempt to guide himself by the satanic constellations of secular humanism, New Age religions,
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atheism, eastern mysticism, and occultism, America stands
as the last bastion of true Biblical Christianity, a spiritual
lighthouse in a global storm of confusion. There is an
answer, however, for the world, both individually and
collectively, which is a spiritual rebirth through the person
and work of the Lord Jesus Christ.
“Hath a nation changed their gods, which are yet no gods?
But my people have changed their glory for that which doth
not profit. Be astonished, O ye heavens, at this, and be
horribly afraid, be ye very desolate, saith the Lord. For my
people have committed two evils; they have forsaken me
the fountain of living waters, and hewed them out cisterns,
broken cisterns, that can hold no water. . . Thine own
wickedness shall correct thee, and thy backslidings shall
reprove thee: know therefore and see that it is an evil thing
and bitter, that thou hast forsaken the Lord thy God, and that my fear is not in thee, saith the
Lord God of hosts.” (Jer. 2:11-13, 19).
DISCERNING THE TRUTH
Two thousand years ago the apostle Paul was greatly concerned about Christian
discernment, he wrote:"And this I pray, that your love may abound still more and more in
real knowledge and all discernment, so that you may approve the things that are excellent,
in order to be sincere and blameless until the day of Christ; having been filled with the
fruit of righteousness which comes through Jesus Christ, to the glory and praise of God,”
(Phi 1:9-11). Paul shows in this Scripture the need for the Saints to have the mental facility to
perceive the true spiritual state of affairs which exists. In these latter days, it is imperative that
they have the power to make wise alternatives among all the correct Biblical options. Christian
discernment means the ability to "approve the things that are excellent," or, more literally, to
"distinguish between the things that differs."
The enticing pagan worlds nurtured by C.S. Lewis and his myth-making friends were not
inspired by God's Word or Spirit. These books came from his demoniacal imagination. (Jer.
23:17), “They say still unto them that despise me, The LORD hath said, Ye shall have
peace; and they say unto every one that walketh after the imagination of his own heart, No
evil shall come upon you.”
Those stories grew out of a lifelong immersion in the beliefs, values, rituals, languages
and lifestyles of former pagan cultures. C. S. Lewis himself -- even years after professing faith
in Christ -- remained obsessed with those old myths. As in his famous 1931 "conversion"
encounter with his Catholic friend, Tolkien, he continued to suggest that Christianity and
paganism were, in some ways, mutually supportive. Ponder his description of a 1960 visit to
Greece three years before his death:
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"I had some ado to prevent Joy and myself from relapsing into Paganism in Attica! At
Daphni it was hard not to pray to Appolo the Healer. But somehow one didn’t feel it would
have been very wrong — would have only been
addressing Christ sub specie Apollinius. We
witnessed a beautiful Christian village ceremony in
Rhodes and hardly felt a discrepancy.
The same book quotes Lewis' earlier statement of
regret that he hadn't been taught the supposed link
between Christianity and paganism during his school
years: "No one ever attempted to show in what sense
Christianity fulfilled paganism or paganism prefigured Christianity."
FALSE PROPHETS
There are also many false prophets whose main desire is to gather a following to lead them
into the Big Lie. (Matt 7:15-16), “Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's
clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. 16 Ye shall know them by their fruits.
Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?”
It is very important for every Christian to be able to discern between the things that
differ. The Apostle Paul went on to write, “And this I pray, that your love may abound
still more and more in real knowledge and all discernment, so that you may approve the
things that are excellent, in order to be sincere and blameless until the day of Christ;
having been filled with the fruit of righteousness which comes through Jesus Christ, to
the glory and praise of God," (Rom. 6:20). He presents in these scriptures the need for all
Christians to have the spiritual quickness to perceive the true spiritual situation which exists.
In these latter days, it is imperative that Christians have the ability to make wise choices
between the correct Biblical options.
Christian discernment means the power to “approve the things that are excellent,” or,
more literally, to “distinguish between the things that disagree with the Word of God.” There
are many voices crying, “Follow me, I have the way to truth.” Among these voices are the
true ministers of God who have been anointed by the Holy Spirit to lead His people into all
truth. Seek them out Ask the Holy Spirit to lead you to a real Bible believing- Bible
knowledgeable Christian teacher. Stay close to Jesus because we are living dangerous,
perilous times. Jesus is coming back soon.
However, there are many that are false ministers described in Jude “But these speak
evil of those things which they know not: but what they know naturally, as brute beasts,
in those things they corrupt themselves. 11 Woe unto them! for they have gone in the
way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for reward, and perished in the
gainsaying of Core. 12 These are spots in your feasts of charity, when they feast with
you, feeding themselves without fear: clouds they are without water, carried about of
winds; trees whose fruit withereth, without fruit, twice dead, plucked up by the roots;
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13 Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to whom is
reserved the blackness of darkness forever,” (Jude 10-13). Yes, it is very important for
every Christian to be able to distinguish between the things that differ concerning the truth.
We must become educated in the true spiritual history of our nation and our Church, we must
pray and take the time to investigate and examine our great Christian heritage before the
freedom is gone, we must pass that rich heritage
onto our children so that his once great and Godfearing nation would return to her roots so that we
can enjoy our freedoms once again.
Dr. C. M. Pierce, Harvard University said in a
speech to teachers: "Every child in America
entering school at the age of five is INSANE
because he comes to school with certain allegiances
toward our founding fathers, toward our elected
officials, toward his parents, toward a belief in a
supernatural being, toward the sovereignty of this
nation as a separate entity. It's up to you as teachers
to make these entire SICK children well, by
creating the international children of the future."
It becomes clearer when you read what Paul
Blanchard, noted Humanist author and educator,
said: "Our schools may not teach Johnny to read
properly, but the very fact that John is in school
until he is 16 tends to lead toward the elimination of religious superstition."
BABYLONIAN IDOLATRY
Idolatry in Old Babylon was the open worship of gods and goddesses: in reality, it was
the worship of demons. Sexual perversions were brought into pagan worship with such
practices as temple prostitutes. People depended on these spirit-beings (demons) to supply
them with power, wisdom and resources. To gain favor with the gods, worship was
accompanied by offerings and sacrifices. The sacrifices today are our children.
The Scripture tells us, “Blow the trumpet in Zion and sound an alarm in My holy
mountain: Let all the inhabitants of the land tremble: for the day of the Lord cometh,
for it is nigh at hand,” (Joel 2:11). “O Zion, Holy People of God, awake to the sound of
the trumpet, for the day of the Lord is near.”
Will the masses of distracted and undiscerning “Christians” of the last days be so
spiritually blind and oblivious that Satan will get away with achieving his greatest project?
Will he accomplish the task of blending and melding “Christianity” with witchcraft? Sadly, it
is happening before our very eyes! By means of a crafty plan of gradualism, churches are
being transformed into de facto covens of occultism and witchcraft. It is not a direct attack
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that is causing this. So-called “Christians” are being taught, induced, and indoctrinated to
think like witches while maintaining Christian terminology. Mainstream “Christianity” is
rapidly becoming nothing more than witchcraft with a cross on the top. Witchcraft is not just
spells, incantations, magic, and rituals. It is, first of all, a way of looking at things: a thought
pattern and process, and the rest of the involvement come later.
SPIRITUAL WARFARE
God’s spiritual authority is the most astonishing power in the universe. The reign of Jesus Christ
on earth with His saints is as sure as His birth, life, death, resurrection, ascension and High
Priestly intercession. He has always wanted His disciples to participate with Him in spiritual
warfare as is shown in (Matt. 26: 40-45), “And he cometh unto the disciples, and findeth
them asleep, and saith unto Peter, What, could ye not watch with me one hour? 41 Watch
and pray, that ye enter not into temptation: the
spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak. 42 He
PRAY FOR THE
went away again the second time, and prayed,
CHILDREN
saying, O my Father, if this cup may not pass away
from me, except I drink it, thy will be done. 43 And
he came and found them asleep again: for their
eyes were heavy. 44 and he left them, and went
away again, and prayer the third time, saying the
same words. 45 Then cometh he to his disciples,
and saith unto them, Sleep on now, and take your
rest: behold, the hour is at hand, and the Son of
man is betrayed into the hands of sinners.”
The powers of darkness were waging warfare
against the flesh of the Lord’s disciples. Satan and
every devil’s assignment were to defeat Jesus Christ’s
purpose for His life. If they had only known that the
killing of Jesus would turn into His victory and our
redemption, they would have never crucified the Lord.
Jesus was able to win the greatest spiritual battle of
His life against the powers of darkness without the assistance of His followers. He was victorious
through His prayer life to defeat the principalities and powers of Satan, but seemed to be
heartbroken that these men were overcome by their corporeal weakness of the flesh and could
not participate with his victory. Remember, this battle was occurring before they received their
power to overcome by the power of the Holy Ghost as is shown in (Acts 1:8).
Jesus established His Church upon the rock of His blood sacrifice and the anointing and powers
of the Holy Ghost. He believed that His Church should be able to wage a militant successful war
against the powers of the Devil. His church was given the absolute ability to conquer the powers
of darkness and win the souls that He had died for. He left His power for His people to be
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victorious because we have the same anointing through the Holy Ghost as Jesus did. Will you
sleep during the greatest battle of the end time Church while millions are in the valley of
decision?
New Christians are like babies that have to
learn to live in a new supernatural environment.
They have to establish a different connection with
the powers of darkness after salvation. They are
now the sworn opponents of the legions of Hell.
Whoever they were before they became Christians;
adulterers, idolaters, horoscope readers, witches,
warlocks, fornicatrs, they must not have any
delusions about the devils’ reality or their hostility.
They must not fear them or believe that the devils’
have any power over them. The Lord Jesus inside of
the Christian terrifies the devils. The devils cannot
touch them but they will try to seduce them. If they
become a serious Christian, the devils will target
them. The Christian at times will experience great
opposition. The Christian should call upon the name
Jesus came to defy the
of Jesus and asks the Lord to send warring angels to
power of Satan
protect them. They must read the Bible and lean
upon the Lord.
The Bible shows the devil at a great disadvantage concerning his power over Christians.
He is shown as an inferior antagonist in light of what Jesus Christ gave to His church. Satan can
only take the place that he is given. The Word of God says in (Jam. 4:7), “Submit yourselves to
God, resist the devil and he will flee from you.”
The Scripture makes it clear that the battle is not our personal battle. We are part of the war but
the battle is the Lord’s. We are led by the unconquerable One. The battle rests upon His ability
and He has already won the war! (Read Jn. 14: 15-27).
Jesus Christ is the only mediator between God and man, (I Tim. 2:5). His mission was fully
accomplished. He is in full control and is exalted to the Father’s right hand. He is the Master
with almighty power. Jesus came to defy the power of Satan, (Acts 26:18). He challenged the
rule of Satan, (Col. 2:10); conquered the right to dominion, (Col 2:14, 15). He set us free from
the cause of sin, (I Pet. 3:18). He can set us free from the curse of sin, (I Pet. 5:10:11).
If you have gone to see these demonic movies and took you children, you need to repent and ask
Jesus to deliver you from the powers of darkness. Do not be deceived. This is a great line of
division between the truth and the Lie. He is waiting for you. Return to the Lord God your
Savior. Jesus died on the cross for your sins. He was not sacrificed on a stone altar by the Devil.
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You should help alert your pastor, friends by giving them these articles. Also you must
pray for the leadership of the church of Jesus. Please don’t forget to pray for the Children. By the
way, we need prayer also.
Miracle Outreach Ministries
9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804
Jacksonville, FL 32257
(904) 733-8318
http://www.patholliday.com.
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